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One of the results of the science of estimation theory has been the development of the linear

prediction algorithms. This allows us to compute the coefficients of a time-varying filter which

simulates the spectrum of a given sound at each point in time. This filter has found uses in many
fields, not the least of which is speech analysis and synthesis as well as computer music. The use

of the linear predictor in musical applications allows us to modify speech sounds in many ways,

such as changing the pitch without altering the timing, changing timing without changing pitch,
or blending the sounds of musical instruments and voices. This paper is concerned with the fine

details of the many choices one must make in the implementation of a linear prediction system

and how to make the sound as clean and crisp as possible.

0. INTRODUCTION where
P

Linear prediction is a method of designing a filter to best A (z) = _ al,,Z -_'', a. = I (2)
approximate, in a mean-squared-error sense, the spectrum k-.
of a given signal. Although the approximation gives as a

result a filter valid over a limited time, it is often used to is known as the inverse filter, G is a gain factor, at,. are the
approximate time-variant wavetbrms by computing a filter filter coefficients, and p is the number of poles or predictor
at certain intervals in time. This gives a series of filters, coefficients in the model. If H(z) is stable (minimum
each one of which best approximates the signal in its phase), A(z) can be implemented as a lattice filter [51 as
neighborhood. The uses for such a filter are manyfold, shown in Fig. I. The rellection (or partial correlation)
ranging from geological and seismological applications [1] coefficients K,, in the lattice are uniquely related to the
to radar and sonar [2], to speech analysis and synthesis predictor coefficients. For a stable H(z), we must have
[3]-[7], and to computer music [8]-1112]. We shall con-
centrate here on the usage of linear prediction as a method [K,,,I< 1, I <_m _<p. (3)
of capturing, simulating, and applying the sounds of the

H(z.) can also be implemented as a lattice form as shown inhuman voice in high-fidelity musical contexts. Even more
specifically, we will concentrate on applications using Fig. 2, as well as a product of first- and second-order

sections by factoring A(z,) and combining complex conju-only the digital computer as the medium.
This paper reports the results of work done over the last gate roots to torm second-order sections with all real

two years in searching for ways to improve the quality of coefficients, as shown in Fig. 3. Finally, the filter can be
speech synthesis. The findings were determined by largely implemented in direct tbrm as shown in Fig. 4.

We are excluding for the time being models that includeinformal listening tests with trained musicians.
both poles and zeros since we have not as yet investigated
a satisfactory method to compute both poles and zeros

1. MODELING OF SPEECH reliably.
This description is taken largely from Makhoul |131. To actually synthesize a speech sound, one must drive

We start by modeling the sound of the human voice as an this filter with something. This is called the excitation, and
all-pole spectrum with a transfer function given by it too must be modeled to provide a reasonable representa-

/Nkk, /'xk. /'Xk_
Z" Z-' Z-' Z-'

* Presented at the 59th Convention of the Audio Engineer-
ingSociety, Hamburg, 1978February28-March 3. Fig. 1. Lattice form of inversefilter.
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tion of the speech excitation. We usually choose the exci- the speaker to do. These include modifications of the
tation to be either white noise for unvoiced sounds, a driving function, such as changing the pitch or using more
wide-band pulse train for voiced sounds, or silence (for complex signals, changing the timing of the speech, or
silence), as shown in Fig. 5, although this simplification actually altering the spectral composition. Thus we will
should be discussed further, concentrate here not only on methods that preserve the

Thus to summarize, if we wish to synthesize speech, the speech quality in an unmodified reconstruction, but also
process from analysis to synthesis might be the following: that are less sensitive to modification, that can preserve the

1) Extract the pitch of the original sound, quality over a wide range of modifications.
2) Compute the linear prediction coefficients for the

original sound at selected points in time. 3. BASIC DECISIONS
3) Decide at each point in time whether the signal is

voiced, unvoiced, or silence. The first step inthe process is to detect the pitch. This is

4) Compute the gain factor [or the original sound, not a simple problem, but has been well studied [14]-[17].
5) Create an excitation from the pitch and the voiced/ In the musical case, we have more information beforehand

unvoiced/silence decision, than one would in the speech communication case, in that
we can allow the program some amount of information6) Scale it with the computed gain factor.
about the speaker. In specific, if the range of frequencies7) Filter it with the computed predictor coefficients. can be bounded or identified beforehand, this eliminates

This is roughly the outline of the process from start to
finish, but the order is not necessarily rigid. For example, immediately most of the gross errors that pitch detectors
we may decide not to compute a gain factor, but merely to usually commit. What few gross errors remain can be
scale the energy of the synthesized signal to correspond to corrected automatically by heuristic means. We have
the original energy in the signal, found that if the pitch at any given time can be limited to a

Readers wishing to know more about the subject of range of only one octave, most of the pitch detectors re-
linear prediction of speech should refer to the literature ported in the literature seem to work adequately. The only
[6], [7]. questionis howoftenshouldthepitchbedetermined.We

There are numerous other decisions to be made, such as are currently using pitch determination every 5 mil-

choosing a method for doing each of these things, choos- liseconds, and this seems to give fine enough resolution
tor most purposes.ing the order of the filter, deciding what form the filter Next is the voiced-unvoiced-silefice decision. This

should be in, how to interpolate the parameters between.
seems to be the most difficult part to automate. So

We will attempt to comment on each of these.
difficult, in fact, that we have taken to using a graphics

2. ON MUSICAL APPLICATIONS program to allow the composer to go through and mark the
segments himself. We use a decision theoretic procedure

The most usual application of this technique is with tor the initial labeling [18], [19]. We then synthesize an

respect to speech communication. The idea there is to unmodified trial replica of the original sound. Using
reduce the data involved in the transmission of speech, graphics, 150-millisecond windows of both the original
Indeed, using linear prediction, one canquantizethe vari- and the replica are presented. The voiced-unvoiced-
ous parameters and obtain striking reductions in the silence decision as determined by the computer is listed
amount of data involved [7]. For musical purposes, how- below the images. When the differences between the
ever, we cannot generally afford the loss of quality implied
by this quantization. Although even in speech communi- et,_ ) ) ) xc,_

cation the quality is important, it is not as critical as in the _-a, z-'case of music production. At each point, we must ask -a= z-'
ourselves, "Would I pay $5.95 for a record of this "_...1

voice'?" _z-,
In general, there is no point in directly resynthesizing a

piece of speech or singing. One could just use directly the
original segment. The only point is to be able to modify

thespeech in waysthat wouldbedifficultor impossiblefor _" ]z-'
",4

e,., _'k, _/'k. _/'k3 .. ._: }.x,/=N-k, J._-k= pc'_-k3 " _ k Fig. 4. Direct form for the realizationof an all-pole filter.z -I Z'I --Z -1 _-I

a.i efo=ofa,,o,e.,ter.e.,ter,suncon.i=,,yITIIstableif allthecoefficientsareof magnitudelessthanI. "'"_x I

\ IG

Fig. 5. Schema of the synthesis of speech using as excitation
Fig. 3. Factorization of all-pole filter into second-order sections, either a pulse train or white noise.
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original and the replica seem to indicate an error in the tween the known frequencies nearest the unvoiced region.
decision, it is easily corrected by hand. It takes about 15 There does remain.a slow variation in the filters, presum-
minutes to go through a 12-second segment of speech this ably caused by inaccuracies in the pitch detection process.
way, which represents, for instance; about one stanza of a This can be somewhat lessened by the all-pass filter ap-
poem (between 35 and 40 words), proach [20], but it does not seem to be terribly annoying in

musical contexts.

Note that the adoption of pitch-synchronous analysis4. WHAT KIND OF PREDICTION
has implications for the type of prediction used. The most

Usually in speech analysis, the analysis window is popular method is the autocorrelation method, .but its

stepped by a fixed time, such as 10 or 15 milliseconds, and necessary windowing is not appropriate for pitch-
takes a fixed number of samples at each step, such as 25 synchronous analysisl Some kind of covariance or latice

milliseconds worth. This has the problem of inconsist- method is then required. What we have chosen is Burg's
ency. A 25-millisecond window for a male voice will method [1] because it does correspond to the minimization

sometimes capture two speech pulses and sometimes of an error criterion, the filter is unconditionally stable,
three, depending on the pitch and phasing of the speech, and there exists a relatively efficient computational tech-
This gives a large frame-to-frame variability in the spectral nique [113]. We have tried straight covariance methods
estimate. The result is a "roughness" that depends on the with the result that the instabilities of the filters are inher-
relation between the instantaneous pitch and the frame ent at high orders in certain circumstances and somewhat
width, difficulttocure.Onecanalwaysfactorthepolynomialand

One can decrease the effect of this phenomenon in sew replace the ailing root by its inverse, then reassemble the
erai ways. First, by use of an all-pass filter, one may filter, but besides being expensive, there is another reason
distort the phase of the speech to largely eliminate the to be discussed subsequently that is even more compelling.
prominance of the glottal pulse [20]. One can also use a There are also a number of recursive estimation tech-

larger analysis window so that more main pulses are in- niques [21]-[23] which allow one' to compute the
corporated and that the omission or inclusion on one pulse coefficients from the previous coefficients and the new
does not perturb the filter so strongly. Both of these rem- signal points. This has the advantage that no division of
edies have the effect of blurring what are often quite the signal into discrete windows is necessary. In fact, no
sharp boundaries between voiced and unvoiced sounds, division is possible. The problem is, again, that if the
The problem is that if the analysis window overlaps "memory" of the recursive calculation is short enough to
significantly an unvoiced region, the extreme bandwidth track the rapid changes, such as from an unvoiced region
of the unvoiced signals contributes to a filter that passes a to a voiced region, then it also tracks the variation of
great deal of high frequencies. If this filter is then used to spectrum throughout a single period of the speech sound.
synthesize a voiced sound, a strong buzzy quality is heard. The short-term spectrum changes greatly as the glottis
The overall effect was that just around fricatives, the voice opens and closes. If the memory of the calculation is long
before and after had a strongly buzzy quality, enough to smooth out the intraperiod variations, then it

Another problem with using analysis windows larger also tends to mix the spectra of the adjacent regions.
than a single period is that the filter begins to pick up the
fine structure of the spectrum. The fine structure is eom- 5. THE EXCITATION FUNCTION
posed of those features that contribute to the excitation,
notably the pitch of the sound. At the high order required To resynthesize the signal, either at the original pitch or
for high-quality sound on wide-bandwidth original signals at an altered pitch, one must synthesize an excitation
(we are using 55th-order filters tbr a deep male voice with function to drive the computed filters that embodies

a sampling rate of 25 600 Hz), the filter seems to capture both the pitch and the voiced-unvoiced-silence decision.
some of the pitch of the original signal from overlapping The most common method is to use a single impulse for
several periods at once. The result is that even though each period in the voiced case and unilbrm noise of some
reasonable unmodified synthesis can be obtained, the sort in the unvoiced case. In the case of silence, the tran-
sound deteriorates greatly when the pitch is changed. This, sient response of the filters is allowed to unwind naturally.
then, is a case where the unique musical application of The problem with the single pulse is that it is not a
modification implies a more substantial change from band-limited signal. In places where the pitch is changing
speech communication techniques, rapidly, this produces a roughness in the sound that is

The solution that we adopted was the use of pitch syn- quite annoying. For this reason it is generally preferable to
chronous analysis, where the analysis window is set to use a band-limited pulse of some sort [24]. One can further
encompass exactly one period, and' it is stepped in time by improve the sound by scrambling somewhat the phases of
exactly one period. This prevents any fine structure repre- the components of the band-limited pulse to prevent the

senting the pitch from being incorporated into the filter highly "peaky" appearance, but this is frosting'on the
itself. It also provides that in the case of the borders be- cake that is not clearly perceived by mogt listeners. It is
tween voiced and unvoiced regions, no more than one audible, but it is not the dramatic transformation from
period will overlap the border itself. The step size and harsh to melifiuous that one might hope. We synthesize'
window width is not so critical in the unvoiced portions, the pulse by an inverse fast Fourier translorm. This allows

so we simply invent a fictitious pitch by interpolating be- us to set the phases of each component independently. We
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found that a slight deviation from zero phase was desirable directly as excitation, quite often the result is not highly
and easily accomplished by adding a random number into intelligible. This is because most musical signals are not
the phase corresponding to -0.5 to +0.5 (radians). This spectrally flat wideband signals, but instead have compli-
range seemed sufficient to "round off" the peak. Since cated spectra. For this reason it is usually good to whiten
using the FFT is a somewhat expensive way to compute the the source sound. One can do this also with a Ida,order
excitation, we computed it only when the frequency linear predictor as shown in Fig. 6. The error signal of a
changed enough that a harmonic had to be omitted or fourth- to sixth-order linear prediction process is usually
added. The synthesized driving signal was kept in a table sufficiently whitened to improve the intelligibility greatly,
and sampled at the appropriate rate to generate the actual but at the expense of the clarity of the original musical
excitation. This provided another benefit that we will dis- source. In fact, one can choose from a continuum of

cuss presently. Also, since recomputing the driving func- sounds between the original musical source and the speech
tion using semirandom phases can give discontinuities sound. Depending on the compositional goals, one might
when changing from one function to a new one, we used a_ choose something more instrument-like and scarcely in-
raised cosine to round the ends of the driving function to telligible, progressing through stages of increasing intel-
zero. Ifa dc term is present, this is known to leave the spec- ligibility, or whatever.
trum unchanged, except for the highest harmonics, so we One can use any sound as excitation with varying re-
are assured that the driving spectrum is exactly flat up to suits. For instance, if the source sound has very band-
near the maximum harmonic. The raised cosine was ap- limited spectral characteristics, such as an instrument with
plied just at the beginning 10% and the ending 10% of a very small number of harmonics like a flute, the whiten-
the function, ing processwilljust amplifywhatevernoisehappensto be

The production of the noise for the unvoiced regions present in the recording process, producing an effect
does not seem to be highly critical. We are using Gaussian somewhat like a "whispering" instrument, where the
noise [25]. pitchandarticulationofthe instrumentareclearlyaudible,

One might ask why we attempt to synthesize the driving but the speech sounds distinctly whispered.
function. Why not use the residual of the original signal One can also deliberately defeat the pitch synchronicity
directly? This indeed has the advantage that there is no of the analysis to capture the fine structure of the spec-
pitch detection involved and no voiced-unvoiced-silence trum. If one then filters a wideband sound, such as the
decision at all. The problem is that then, for musical pur- sound of ocean waves, one can as the order increases
poses, one must be able to modify the residual itself. 'impose the complete sound of the voice on the source. We
There exist methods for doing this using the phase vocoder can in this manner realize something like the sounds of the
as a modification tool [26], [27]. There is even'a recent sirens on the waves, or the "singing ocean." In general
study about making the phase vocoder more resistant to this sort of effect takes a very-high-order filter. For exam-
degradation from modification [28]. • . .... pie, if the vocal signal were in steady state, it would re-

The problem is that to produce the residual]_i_ is .often quire one second-order section for each harmonic of the
necessary to amplify certain parts of the sp:6etrum that signal. Thus for a low male voice of 40 to 60 harmonics,
might have been very weak in the original The very an order of 80 to 120 would be required. Indeed, our
definition of "whitening" the signal is to bring all parts of experiments have shown that as the order approaches 100
the spectrum up to a uniform level. There are inevitable (or 50 for female voice), the pitch of the vocal sound
weak parts of the spectrum--nasal zeros or some such. If becomes more and more apparent.
there is precious little energy at a certain band of frequen- Using the lattice form for the synthesis filter gives us a
cies, then the whitening process will simply amplify what- convenient way of adjusting the order of the filter continu-
ever noise was present in the recording process. If this ously. Since with the lattice methods the first N sections
resulting noise then falls under a strong resonance when (coefficients) of the filter are optimal for that order, we can
the prediction filter is applied, this filter then just amplifies just add one section after another to augment the order.
that noise. The perceptual effect is that the signal looses its Setting coefficients to zero, starting from the highest, still
crispness and becomes "fuzzy," and sometimes even produces an optimal filter of a lower order.
downright noisy.

6. CROSS SYNTHESIS _ xc._ I " _w_._

In discussing excitation functions, one must mention a I _
particular application that has been found quite useful for
the production of new musical timbres, and that is the

operationof cross synthesis[10]-[12]. Here we use
another musical sound as excitation, rather than attempt- yc._ _-

ing to model the speech excitation. What results is a
bizarre but often interesting combination of the source i Fig. 6. Diagram of cross synthesis. The source signalX(n)might

be a musical instrument. Its spectrum is whitened bya:low-order
sound and the speech sound. In this manner we can realize ' optimum inverse filter then filteredby a high-order al_ole filter
the sounds of "talking violin" or "talking trumpet," in a representing the spectrum of another signal Y(n), "_vhichis pre-
manner of speaking. In fact, if one uses the musical signal sumably a speech signal of some kind.
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This is not true of the direct form or the factored form. though, in the use of the factored form. The first is that the

Throwing out one coefficient requires changing all the polynomial must be factored. With 55th-order polyno-
other coefficients to render the filter optimal again. Indeed, mials, this is a nontrivial task. At the time of this writing
instead of just turning a coefficient on or off in the lattice there is no estimation technique known that can produce
form, we may also turn it.up or down. That is to say when the linear prediction filter in already factored form. Al-
we add a new coefficient, we may add it gradually, starting though factoring polynomials is an established science,
at zero, and slowly advancing to its final value (presum- it is still quite time-consuming, especially with high order.
ably precomputed). This allows us to "play" the order of In addition to that, one must also group the roots such that
the filter, causing the vocal quality to strengthen and fade each section changes only between roots that are very simi-
at will in a continuous manner, lat. Since thereis no natural ordering of the roots, one must

Cross synthesis between musical instruments and voice invent a way of so grouping them. We have tried tech-
seems to make the most sense if the two passages are in niques of minimizing the Euclidian distance on the Z plane
some way synchronized. We have done this in two differ- between pairs of roots, and this seems to give reasonable
ent ways to date: one is to record some speech, poetry, or results, except in certain cases when, for instance, real
whatever, performed by a professional speaker to achieve roots collide and form complex conjugate pairs. There is
the desired presentation, then, using synchronized re- no telling at any given time how many real roots a poly-
cording and playing, either through a multitrack tape re- nomial will have, and quite often there are one or two real
corder or through digital recording techniques, have the roots that move around in seemingly random fashion. The
musician(s) play musical passages exactly synchronized factored form does, however, have one strong advantage,
with the vocal sounds. This takes a bit of practice for the which is that it is very clear how to directly modify the
musician, in that speech sounds in English are not typi- spectrum at any given point. Since the roots are already
cally exactly rhythmically precise, but can nonetheless be factored, it is quite clear which sections control which
done quite precisely. The other avenue is to record the parts of the spectrum. Moreover, when the roots are inter-
music first to achieve some musical performance goal, polated, they form clear, well-defined patterns that have

then have the speaker synchronize the speech with the well-defined effects on the spectrum. Except for the inef-
musical performance. Either one of these approaches ficiencies involved in factoring and ordering the roots, the
achieves synchronicity at the expense of naturalness in one factored form seems ideal.
or the other of the performances, vocal or musical, but With the lattice form there is no problem in interpola-
renders the combination much more convincing, tion. The reflection coefficients can be interpolated di-

rectly without fear of instabilities because the condition for

7. INTERPOLATION stability is simply that each coefficient be of magnitude
less than unity. When one interpolates, however, between

To make the resulting speech as smooth as possible, reflection coefficients of two stable filters, the roots follow
virtually everything must change smoothly from one point very complex paths, thus if the filters are not already very
to the next. For instance, if the filter coefficients are similar, one can only expect that the intermediate filters

changed abruptly at the beginning of a period, there is a will be very loosely related to the original filters.
perceivable roughness produced. If we wish to interpolate If one wishes to modify the spectrum, however, one
the filter coefficients, however, we must be careful about must convert the reflection coefficients into direct form
the choice of a filter structure, and then factor the polynomial. This can be done withoot

We can envision at least three filter structures: direct problem with the expenditure of sufficient quantities of
form, factored form, and lattice form. In factored form, the computer time, but the inverse process, converting the
filter is realized using first-and second-order sections. The direct form back into reflection coefficients, cannot be

direct form is just a single high-order tapped delay line. done accurately. The only process for doing so is highly
The problem with the direct form is that its numerical numerically unstable [7], so that for higher orders it sim-
properties are somewhat less than ideal and that one can- ply cannot be done in reasonable amounts of time. Thus
not necessarily interpolate directly the coefficients. If you once factored, the polynomial must stay factored for all
interpolate linearly between the coefficients of two stable time thereafter.
polynomials, the resulting intermediate polynomials are For our own synthesis system, we currently use the
not necessarily stable. Indeed, if the roots of the polyno- lattice form because it uses directly the output of the
mials are very similar, the intermediate polynomials will analysis technique and because interpolation can be used
probably be stable, but if the roots are very different, the easily on the reflection coefficients.
intermediate polynomials are quite likely to be unstable. Filter coefficients are, of course, not the only things that
Thus the direct form is not suitable for interpolation with- must be interpolated. The frequency must also be continu-
out further thought, ously interpolatedfor the most smooth sounding resul[s

The factored form can be interpolated directly in a sta- This is where the advantage of using table lookup for the
ble manner. In a second-order section representing a corn- excitation occurs. With table lookup one can continuously
plex conjugate pole pair, the stability depends largely on vary the rate at which the table is scanned. If one uses
the term of delay two. As long as this term is less than interpolation on the table itself, the resulting process can
unity, the section will probably be stable, depending on be made very smooth indeed. Again, the table must be
the remaining term. There are two problems remaining, regenerated each time the frequency changes significantly,
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but this seems to occur seldom enough to allow the usage computed. For resynthesis of the vocal sounds we use an
of the FFT for generating the excitation function, open-loop method of just driving the filter with an excita-

tion that corresponds in energy to the energy of the error

8. AMPLITUDE CONTROL signal of the inverse filter. This is, of course, only an
approximation because the excitation never corresponds to

The amplitude of the synthetic signal should be con- the actual error signal, but in practice it seems to produce
trolled to produce a loudness contour that corresponds as the smoothest most naturally varying sounds. Note also
much as possible to the original loudness. As mentioned that this does not guarantee any correspondence between
by Moorer [26], what would be ideal is some kind of direct the energies of the original and the synthetic signals. With
loudness normalization, using possibly a model of human the autocorreladon method of linear prediction, the error
loudness perception [29]. Unfortunately this computation energy is easily obtained as an automatic result of the filter
is so unwieldy as to render it virtually useless at this time, computation. For other methods it is generally necessary
so some other methods must be chosen, to actually apply the filter to the original signal to obtain

Atal and Hanauer [4] used a method of normalization of the error energy. As with all other parameters, we inter-
energy such that the energy of the current frame (period) is polate the gain in a continuous piecewise-linear manner
scaled to correspond exactly to the original energy. A1- throughout the synthesis.
though this sounds like the right thing to do, it has several

problems. The first is just the way it is calculated. The 9. WHERE TO FROM HERE?
filter has presumably been run on the previous frame and
now has a nonzero "memory." That means that even with Problems remain in certain areas, such as the synthesis
zero input, this frame will emit a certain response that will of nasal consonants and the voiced-unvoiced-silence de-
presumably die away. We seek, then, to scale the excita- cision. With nasal consonants it is theorized that the pres-
tion for this frame such that the combination of the re- ence of the nasal zero must be simulated in the filter. This

maining response from the previous frame and the re- cannot be entirely true because some nasals can be synthe-
sponse for this frame (starting with a fresh filter for this sized quite well and some cannot. Additional work must
frame) will have the correct energy. Since the criterion is be done to try to distinguish the features of the nasals that
energy, a squared value, this reduces tO the solution of a do not adapt well to the linear prediction method and de-
quadratic equation for the gain factor. The problem comes cide what is to be done about them. Some amount of work
when the energy represented by the tail of the filter re- has been done on the simultaneous estimation of poles and
sponse from the previous frame already exceeds the de- zeros [30], [31 ], and we will be very interested to examine
sired energy of this frame. In this case the solution of the the results in critical listening tests. The voiced-
quadratic is, of course, complex. What this means is that unvoiced-silence decision may well require hand correc-
the model being used is imperfect. Either the filter or the tion for the forseeable future.
excitation is not an accurate model of the input signal. These techniques have been embodied in a series of
This is possible since the modeling process, especially for programs that allow the composer to specify transforma-
the excitation, is not an exact procedure. There are even tions on the timing, pitch, and other parameters in terms of
instabilities that can result in the computation of the gain. a piecewise-linear functions that can be defined directly in
For instance, if the response from the last frame is large, terms of their breakpoints, graphically, or implicitly in

terms of resulting contours of time, pitch, or whatever.but not quite as large as the desired energy, then a very
small value of gain will be computed. That means that in More work must be done in arranging these in a more
the next frame there will be very little contribution from convenient package for smoothly carrying the system
the previous frame, and the gain factor will be quite large, through from start to finish without excessive juggling and
As the model deteriorates, this oscillation in the gain in- hit-or-miss estimation.
creases until no solution is possible. The only hope is that
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